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IV. Suggested by our Readers


Rogers, Sherbrooke. 1985 Sarah Josepha Hale: A New England pioneer. Grantham, N.H.: Thompson & Rutter [popular biography of the magazine editor responsible for "Mary had a little lamb" and for Thanksgiving; interesting background for her son, the ethnologist Horatio Hale; bibliography, index--I.G.]

Salemink, Oscar. 1987. Ethnografie en kolonialisme: Minderheden in Vietnam, 1850-1954. Amsterdam. [Dutch language doctoral dissertation in cultural anthropology, Univ. of Amsterdam, with four page English abstract: a historical study, researched in French archives, of "the relations between ethnography and colonial policy in the Central Highlands of colonial Vietnam," intended to revitalize the discussion of "the ethics and politics of research"--G.W.S.]


A.L.C. = Andrew L. Christenson  
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G.W.S. = George W. Stocking  
I.G. = Ives Goddard  
J.F.S.P. = John F. S. Phinney  
R.D.F. = Raymond D. Fogelson

**GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS**

American Anthropological Association--At the meetings in Chicago, November 18-22, 1987, there were a number of sessions with papers relating to the history of anthropology, as well as a number of individual papers, including the following:

Arens, W. (SUNY-Stony Brook): Thorstein Veblen and conspicuous consumption: An anthropological evaluation

Bernard, H. R. (Florida): The AA and the AAA

Bloch, Maurice (LSE): A view of a review from across the water [Comments at a symposium on Sherry Ortner's "Theory in anthropology since the 1960s"]

Carneiro, Robert (American Museum): Leslie A White, successful iconoclast

Collier, Jane & S. Yanagisako (Stanford): Theory in anthropology since feminist practice

Collier, John (San Francisco State): John Adair, foundations and life scope [part of a symposium devoted to Adair]

Darnell, Regna (Alberta): Edward Sapir's field methods in linguistics and ethnology

Ehrenreich, Jeffrey (Colby): Autonomy and community in the life of Dorothy Lee

Feit, Harvey (McMaster): Social advocacy and the model of value free science: The case of Algonkian territoriality

Fernea, Robert (Texas-Austin): Arabia Deserta as an ethnography

Fogelson, Raymond (Chicago): Factionalism revisited [part of a symposium on the work of David French]

Fowler, Don (Nevada, Reno): The SAA in the reorganization of the AAA